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TARIFFS AND TRADE Lmaited Distribution

PROCEEDINGS OF THEMNEETINGS OF HME NINTH SESSION

1. The ninth session of the Comintteewras held frmn 26 to 27 July 1967. The
Committee approved the provisional agenda proposed by the secretariat in
COM.TD/45/Rev.1. The conclusions agreed on yv the Cmnmittee are set out in
Section A below. Notes prepared by the secretariat on the discussions are
contained in Section B,

4. Conclusions

Evalaution of the Kennedv Round and further consideration of problems of
evelopingcountriestakenup in the radenegotiationstiations

2.mm The Conuittee agreed to estaadish an dJ group composed of participants in
the Kennedy Round trade negotiations with the follmsiog terra cf reference:

(i) carry out an assessment of the results of the Kennedy Round negotiations
for developing countries in the light of the Ministerial conclusions
and resolutions of 1963 and 1964 and of the relevant provisions of the
genemal ;creenent3

(ii) identify specific problmight at ini.gh have prevented fuller action on
particular products or product groups oi export -nterest to developing
caudtries .n..

(iii) report on suggestions for future work on problems in particular sectors
aimed at facilitating the expansion of trade of developing countries.

3. The ad hoc group should submit a report on these points prior to the next
meeting mittee Coriimîton Trade and Development.

mplementation of Kennedy Round tariff uctions on prdctoduc
interest to dereloi.veloping ries

4. The Committee agreed to invite each of the developed contracting parties te
use their best, endeavours to subrnit bmit October 1967, a list cf prooucts or
which it proposes to take action to &ive agivece implementation to Kennedy Round
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tariff reductions on products of interest to developing countries. It was
further agreed that at the meeting of the Committee which will be held prior to
the twenty---fourth session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES, the Committee would review
the further arrangements that need to be made for securing complete information,,
and would prepare aprepare a reportatthismeeting for sumissiontobseîn to tho session.

Further consideratioproblemn of the of tropical products in relation to
ionoftheobjective of duty-freeentry of duty-free entry

5. ghe Committee agreed that:

(i)pthe adhocgroup set up to assess the results of the Kennedy Round
should review problems experienced in the negotiations in respect of
tropical productso with a view to facilitating consideration of further
action in relation tothe objective of duty-free entry for these
products,taking intoaccount the views gxpressed during the
discussion on this question1;

(ii) at its next meeting, the Committee should consider what arrangements
might be made for the establishment of suitable machinery for
securing agreement on further action in respect of particular tropical
products and make appropriate recommendatgons in this regard;

(iii) the secretariat should be asked to undertake, in co-operation as
appropriatewithUNCTAD and other agencies concerned, such studies of
the trade in tropical products as may be useful in elucidating the
problems that exist, with partieular referenc? to the adjustments
iommodating accommodating the interest of different producers of
tropical products.

tionson productsof interest to developingcountries. countries

6. After a first examinatiecref the secretariat proposalsinCOM.TD/W/64 on
procedueas for dealing with import restrictions, theCommitteewas generallygenerally
favourable to the pruposals bet considcred that before a final decision could
be taken consideration dcratneed:tobeor woutothetld givenmatter. The
secretariate was reqpsted tapaptero -repfurtherregiving particulars on the
pafterwhichposals,ic the qwouldagain ueestion b taken up mmitte Coismiiee or
in the Group ol Restrictions.trlctîon

Econolem probeqis of Chad

7ofitsexa. On toof the mination Àdinatereport of the Working Party
Committeesubmitmmi,the mitsthe report to tIhe CONTRACTtNG PATIES drawing daing

their attlention in particuar to;

discussionnootes isitemon thession i th see page 7.
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(a) the dependence of Chad's economy on cotton which will continue for
some time despite its efforts to diversify;

(b) falling world cotton prices over the past decade and financial
difficulties that have accompanied this development have seriously
hampered the economic advancement of a country so very under-
developed and so dependent on cotton as Chad,

(c) the need of Chad to support cotton and to improve cotton productivity;

(d) the need of Chad to accelerate the diversification of its economy and
as part of this process to improve infrastructure and transport;

(e) the importance of the economic progracmes of Chad and especially the
first five-year plan to its efforts to improve the productivity of
existing; production and to achieve greater diversification

(f) the reliance of Chad on appropriate financial and technical assistance
to supplement its own resources.

8. The Committee suggests that the CONTRACTING PARTIES draw the attention of
governments to the analysis of Chad's problerns contained in the working Party
report- especially to the contributions which external assistance in the areas
mentioned in that report could make to the economic growth and development of
Chad and expresses the hope that appropriate consideration may be given to the
report. The CONTRACTING PARTIESmight also instruct the secretariat to forward
copies of the report of the Working Party to other international organizations
concerned for such action as these organizations might wish to take in respect
of the conclusions contained therein. Finally, the secretariat might be
instructed to keep the situation of the Chad under review and bring to the
attention of the Committee on Trade and Development any further developmernts
relevant to the application of Article XXXVIII.

Further work and other questions

9. The Committee agreed that at its next meeting, which would be held prior to
the twenty.-fourth session of the CONTRAGTING PARTIES,it would continue the
discussion on this matter.

B.Noteonthediscussionssshn

uationoftheKennedyRoundand further consideration ofproblems of Qc- cf
countries takenup in thetrade

kLJ. The Cha10. n, H.E. î,bassador CaAmbassodor uela (Chile), recalled that the
CO]nhaitte wCommittee d te undertake ao evaluation of the Kennedy Round
negotiations froï the point mf view of developing countries in accordance with
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the understandings reached it theprevious meeting oftheCommittes in
Punta del Este. The secretariat had circulated in COM. TD/46 and addenda a
preliminary summaryof the results of the Kennedy Round negotiations and

suggestions on the way in which the Committeemight carry out an evaluation of
the results of the negotiations for developingcountries in COM.TD/-W/62.
11.Mr.Mathurr, .assistant Director-General, introduced the documents prepared
by the secretariat. He explained that the raw material for the study consisted
re? a detailed examination of the tariff schedules of the European Economic
Community, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The products covered included (a) those listed in document TN.64(SECRET)/6 to
which major developed contracting parties were requested to give priority
considerationin favour of developing countries in the Kennedy Round, and
(b) other items of current importance to the trade of developing countries in
which their exports to developed countries amounted in each case to approx-
imately 1 million in 1965. In all, some 567 product headings under the
Brussels Tariff Nomenclature were chosen. These products covered almost all
actual imports into the major developed countries originating from developing,
countries with the exception of cereals, meat and dairy products. For the

367 product headings, addenda were provided to COM.TD/46 showing for each of the
six countries in question, the tariff rates in force before the Kennedy Round
and the tariff rate which would be applicable when the results of the
negotiations were fully implemented. Part III of the document contained summary
tables for each of the six countries, rouping the tariff items according to
twenty-- three commodity classes. The tables showed the frequency distribution of
tariff rates in each of these classes before and after the Kennedy Round and
indicated the extent of the tariff concessions. Part II of the document
contained a consolidated table summarizing, the frequency distributionoftariffution cf tariff
d afterthjKennedyetes baccording tod ire and after fîve-percentile point
rantsixcountries undmenttedby asilemented bydescriptivetive
aries of the resultsfor each of the commodity

a12. The provisional studywas intended togive roximation both of the
depnegotiatithe of the tariffcuts resulting from the negotiations and of theiry
with respect tthe trade of developing lasses affecting thc tradc Oe dLveeooinge
ion of tcountries. It also gave a general impression of the dispersion of tr
es f partiaftertheKennedRound inc1aso,_ces csses of pa inter to developing
ch a genercountries. As was to be expected from such neral se, analysis
ns subjecwas a nuzaae cf qmberlioa-tinificatioethodologmeîl nature.aThe
termit ailable fer theoanaoysis id not p>ri.,itheeimit sion cf statistocs
relating te ividualott. oAfrade vered y tcovered by the individu
result of giving each item an equal weight, the suary tables showing tmmaryt

ditributiooe-vel sf enncnd-pr dw andpost-KennedyRoundwerenot relattrade
involved and it aluation of the sible to make an evl-lur ioikluationely trade

ease reoflunformiinty between u;thng fromtsecust-:. Tty betwet heiform
and distribution of tariff itens in respect of prodmcts in each tariff schedule
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would also affect the value of the comparisons. Further, any categorization of
tariffs according to a selective duty range would of necessity hide the full
extent of changes in the tariff incidence where pre-and post-Kennedy Round
duties had to be shown under the same heading.. The secretariat intended as
soon as it was practicable to make available additional data that would assist
countries to assess the significance of reduction on individual items in
relation to the decree of trade involved. This could perhaps best be done for
certain selected sectors of more particular interest to developing countries
and in this form might permit some evaluation of possible trade benefits and
more meaningful comparisons between duty rates affecting products atdifferent
stages of processing.

13. Mr. Mathur also commented on the secretariat proposals in
document COM.TD/W62. The general aim of the proposals was to facilitate
detailed discussions on the results of the Kennedy Round in a way which would
bring out the reasons why specific; results or deper cuts were not obtained. A
fruitful discussion could, for example, be arranged by singlingout at least for
certain commodity categories, products of particular interest to developing
countries and to hold discussions on these on an item-by-iteam or a case-by-case
basis. This would enable, inter alia, an elucidation of any general problems
which might have been experienced by more than one developed country in
extending concessions to developing countries on certain products.

14. Members of the Committee commended the secretariat for having prepared a

preliminary summary of the results of the Kennedy Round negotiations in such
a short time and looked forward to receiving supplementary data in due course.
There was general support for the sugestions put forward by the secretariat
in COM.TD/W/62 and for the setting up of an ad hoc groupto carry outa
detailed evaluation of the notiations. Some members expressed the hope that
the intended evaluation would show not only what the negotiations had failed to
achieve but would also bringing outthepositive results obtained. Certain members bers
noted that the seacretriaggestionst su head referrd to consultations between
developed and deviegloountries.pn ceuntr. Thtcy assuied that othisdid net involve
country-by.-coantry consultations. ln their view, the task of the proposed
ad hocgroup should be to carry aut an appraisal f thoe results f the

negotiatoiono and nt ta arrange consultations. It was suggestemembers e nierbers
that the evaluation should cover the results achieved in the Kennedy Round in
'he field of non-tariff barriers as well as the situation io respect cf so-called
tariff escalatioe wheie tho tarîff increased îaccording to the degreehe degrc;
of prIcessing. it was also pointed out that a full eoaluation cf the results
of the3 Kennedy Rouni negotiat-oos could nut meaelymmediatelyamediatli
considering ehat the Lffects of the remadeions ..'. gotiationstialdJns wouid
ltt be feitmentil soae years ome members uc .crs also fele that thconvaluatie
should nme be a iore historicament essrie.n but should contain a report on
suggestions for further work on any problems brought to light.
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15. Mr. Mathur, Assistant Director-General, commenting on the question of
non-tariff barriers, pointed out that the current situation on import
restrictions affecting products of interest to developing countries was set out
in COM.TD/W/60 and Corr.l which had been prepared on the basis of the most recent
up-to-date information available to the secretariat. Asked to explain what was
meant by the reference in document COM.TD/W/62 to a "case-by-case study",
Mr. Mathur said that the idea had been that under each commodity sector,
products of particular interest to developing countries could be picked out for
examination in orderr clarify the precise problems involved. This examination
would not necessarily need to be done on a country-by-country basis.

16. After discussion there was general agreement that the evaluation should be
carried out as far as possible on a product-by-product basis, that it should
try to avoid generalities, and that an examination of specific obstacles which
had inhibited fuller progress during the Kennedy Round negotiations should be
carried out in a manner which wouldd indicate how progress might be made in the
future. The Comittee agreed to establishanadhocgroup composed of countries
which participated in the Kennedy Round negotiations. The terms of reference
of the group are set out in paragraphs 2 and 3 above.Itwas further agreed
that the ad hoc group would be convened by the secretariat in consultations with
delegations.Advance implementationofKennedyRoundtarifreductionson products n pu.

to developing dcveloDiri countries

17' The Chairman re at thefinal oftheSub-e m ofConmittee on
the Participation of Less-Developed Countries in the Kennedy Round, it was
agreed that a positiveeresult should bo obtained on the question of advance
implemfftation of tarifl reductions negotiated in the Kennedy Round before the
first tariff cuts camT inso effect. Ine Secretariat had circulated a paper
containing suggestions in this regard in COM.TD/4/63.

18. Several representatives of developing countries stressed the importance
attached by their countimplementation of uplem.rentation the results of the
d. The spokesman formembers of theiEvbe of theE3C present at the meeting said
that the Croved the idea p.Doved tho ide. of advance implementation in principle
but was not yet in a position to transmit a declication its appiication.of this
ECprinciple. fheC was, thereLorem unable to comait itself to a specific date.
The repCesentative of Uanada said that his delegation was in favour of the
secretariat prldosals but couid not accept mmitment on a specificent on a specif
date by whimplated n c nteinplated by- thenmenadian Goverm-ent would be reported.
The representative of the United King-dom said that the difficulties of his
Gorvenment on ehis question w-Action by own. .;.ectiKingdom United Xingdom was
diroctly related t; itions with relaf-i-ons jitthe Commonwealth countries.
ited Kingdom's nited Kingdom-, abieity to iove ahcad in this area was dependent,
on by the r actioimporting countries. ing countries. Thm Umited Kingdoi would,
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however, do its best to comply with the secretariat's suggestions. The repre-
sentative of Czechoslovakia said that his Government had made provision in its

schedule of concessions for the implementation of 50 per cent of its tariff cuts
by January 1968 in respect of fifty-four items of interest to developing
countries, if sub-iters were taken into account, this wouldrepresent
202 tariff concessions, Representatives from Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Switzerland recalled that the .action which was being taken by their Governments
was also indicated in their schedules of concessions. The representative of
the United States pointed out that his Government had already agreed to make on

1 January 1968, non-staged outs on a most -favoured-nation basis amounting to
about $45 million mostlyoosroducts of ucts of interest to developing counHries, Ris
Government was rinside-rng the possioility cf further advance cuts on products
of interest to developing countries but it was not possible to say at present
whether any posntive irformation would be available in this regard by
15 October particularhe as the questicn of legislative authrrmty fror the
United States Congress would also arise. The representatAustria ustria saïd
thaovernmentwas prepared toinnter Into consultations with developing
countries in order to identify the items on which it was felt that action
could be taken. He added that any action taken in this field by Austria, which
was a small country, woeld dopcnd te aelarge -ntent oi the action taotn by cEher
industrialized countries. The conclusion reached by mhe Comnittee in rospect Of

this item is recorded in Section A of this document.

Furthereronsid of ion probemsof items of tropical products in relationto to
thquestion of the objectiveof duty-ty-frentry.trX

19. The Chman arn recalled thatethc situation on tropical products had been
marized zed in the annotated ada i3. circulated by the secretariat (COM.TD/W/61)
and that a documesummarizingthe concessions granted on tropicalon ropical products in
the Kennedy Round was distLriouted in /2808.

mbersoftheCommittee, while nothing that some duty le noting tsoile duty reductions on
trepiaal eroduin the beon -chitved Jn thn Kennedy Ro nd, regretted that itî had
ttain enhe ssible oo.otain tbeeobjective cf duty-fret entry, and that the target
datMinisterial of 1963 had not beencompletelyo.::pletely
mît. nexion one member expressedpr exr-rsse particular concern that the duty on

palin oraditionalmarkets in theEEC in the LEC wasn igher tha. it had been in
llowing movement towards the entrrdsntoe (ny iiit. forcmmon the concmcn external
tarif?, and n now hazeswere recently levied in the Community Co.l-imluni on

manioc and tspiohe alsopc, oso stressed tmained to eaincd te, te done in ,he
field otropical n uropicQC products ineother marktts such as Kingdom,ed ingdcm,
Japan and the Uns if theobjectives of the Ministerial Meeting of Mecting c
1963 and Of Pe tto be realizewdrCertain membersn merbers suatested thn. in
considering furtherhought should begiventothepossibility of sibility o

grantinl technicaancial assistance to developing countries as presentes at pres
benef ting fromi prorerencthe case of certain developingcountries,1op-ing cotrîcs,
ces to compensate for any benefits they might be obliged to ht bc obliged t
foto achieve duty-free entryontropical re(& entry on trpilal products. It was a2so
eeting of the Committee in Punta delEste, itwas agreedto dc)]iste it was areed
t give adequatge ce should .ivce adc1-quatcem ofderation to the probl-ee C
preferences when all the facts were on the all the facts were on tho table
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towards the end of the Kennedy Round negotiations. Now that the negotiations
were completed, this matter should be pursued. One member stressed that, in
further work on this question, it should be borne in mind that some developing
countries had obtained the preferences they now enjoyed as a result of
negotiations in which they had exchanged mutual advantages with their
negotiating partners.

Import restrictions on products of interest to developingcountries

21. The Chairman drew attention to the summary of restrictions applied to
products of interest to developing countries circulated in document COM.TD/W/60
and Corrigendun 1. At the Punta del Este meeting,the Committee had stressed
the need for a further effort to step up the removalof val of restrictions,
particutlarly hose inconsistent with the GATT and had agreed that urgent con-
sideration should be givtyen mprovingof tohe i consunlptatio rocedures for the
removal of import restrictTions. he secretariat had circulated in
documM.ent WC.TD//64 certain proposals on procedures for dealing with these
restrictions.

22. Mr. Mthur, Assistant DirGctor-Ceneral., introduced the secretariat proposals.
He said that an attempthad beenmadein COM.TD/W/64 todistinguish between
restrictions imposed on industriau prod-cts and on those applied to agricultural
produnts. Ir. the case of industr-al products, although oney a fcw restrictions
remained on products of interest to developing countries, they did, in certain
instances, affect products which were of major importonce tu, developing countries.
The secretariat had felt that it would bulusefii if panels of experts were
established to study the problems involved on a case-by-case basis. The
suggestion had been made in the belief that an objective study of the problems
involved would be more fruitful than -the type of confrontation which had taken
place hit Wrto. ith respect to agricultural productsa it wes suggested that
the matter le deait wïth in matic way ic wa with a view to seeing what solutions
couworkedout to outealO i(a. w1th particular products. Subsequently, consult-.
ations could be arranged between developed and developing countries having a
trade interest in the products concerned, in order to reach agreenent or- action
which right be taken,

23. Semembersaeribe, while agreeing with the secretariat ploposaLs in principle,
felt thaould w.-jul be useful if further particulars were circulated to enable
ments aents to remlect Lore fully on the proposals. Some members felt that the
proposed consultations should be b.mited ta concrete situations where developing
countries indicate teet thoy were exceriencing difficulties in expanding their
exports. Smbers iibers suggested that, if panels were established, they should
be requesteo to lcok lnto ail aspects of the m bleria including the difficulties
experienced by developing countroes fr(m the mainteoanimportrestrictions ctions
and shoulmmend programmes ;ramesfor the speedy removal of such restrictions.
Cemembers rnbers hoped that, inuture con;re cosultations which might follow the
adootion cf the proposed procedures, the interest of exporting countries which
were net developing countries wouod alsa be takon intc account. membersle mem

suggested that eftorts of deal mith import restrictions should be concentrated
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on the elimination of restrictions which were inconsistent with the
General Agreement. Some other members, while welcoming the initiative of the
secretariat, falt that any procedures adopted should supplement existing
procedures and not replace them. The Group on Residual Restrictions, for
example, should continue to meet from time to time to review the situation.
and establish target dates for the removal of restrictions.

24. Some members noted from COM.TD/W/60 that, in respect of certain products,
some contracting parties had not yet indicated target dates for the removal of
quantitative restrictions. They expressed the hope that the contracting,parties
concerned would establish target dates and that in cases where target dates were
already established they would be maintained and where possible accelerated.
One member of the Committee suggested that future documents setting out import
restrictions should also mention those applied to exports from the so-called
Eastern countries and that information would be circulated concerning the
commercial policy régimes with which exports from these countries were faced.

25. Replying to questions regarding the number and composition of the proposed
panels, Mr. Mathur said that the number of panels need not exceed three or four
since the product groups in question were fairly limited. The composition of
the panels should present no probleras; the Uruguayan invocation of
Article XXIII, for example, provided much experience in this regard. As in
many previous instances, the members of the panel would serve in their personal
capacity and not as representatives of governments. The task of the panel
would be to report on the liberalization of trade on the products in question
taking account of the facters and problems involved. Since the Committee was
agreeable to the secretariat proposals in principle, a paper describing the
details would be circulated shortly.

Economic problems of Chad
26. At its eighth session in Punta del Este, the Committee had established a

Working Party to consider, in the light of the provisions of Article XXXVIII,
the problems created for the Chad by the current world market conditions for
raw cotton and to make appropriate recommendations. The Working Party met in
May and submitted a report for the consideration of the Committee in COM.TD/44.

27. Mr. Houzer (Canada) presented the report on behalf of Mr. McPhail, Chairman
of the Working Party, who had left Geneva to take up other duties in Canada. He
drew the atteation of the Committee in particular to the summary and conclusions
of the Working Party in paragraphs 4--16 of the report, and to Anex VI of the
same document in which the delegation of Chad had attached a proposal on action
which night be taken by the Committee. The Working Party had not had time to
study this proposal but it was understood that the delegation of Chad had had
informal consultations subsequently with delegotions on the way in which the
matter might be dealt with by the Committee.
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28. The Chairman of the Committee said that, following informal consultations
between himself, the Chad delegation and members of the Committee, he had pre-
pared a draft text which, if acceptable to the Committee and to the delegation
of Chad, would formthe conclusions of the Committee on this item and would be
included in its report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES (see pages 2-3 for the text
approved by the Committee).

29. The representative of Chad recalled that the original proposal put forward
by his delegation in Annex VI of the Working Party report had been a preliminary
one and had not been discussed in the working Party owing to lack of time. He
had, therefore, taken the opportunity during the intervening period to consult
informally with delegations on the way in which the Committee might wish to deal
with the report of the Working Party. The text proposed by the Chairman was
fully acceptable to his delegation and reflected the pre-occupations of his
Government. He expressed appreciation to the Chairman of the Working Party,
Mr. McPhail, and to members of the Working Party for the constructive manner in
which the Working Party had dealt with Chad's case. As could be seen from the
report, the economic difficulties faced by the Chad were unique among developing
countries and were such that Chad would be unable to resolve them by itself.
On the other hand, the amount of foreign aid expected to be received from
contracting parties and from the international organizations concerned did not
appear likely to pose many problems. The receipt of such assistance would enable
the Chad to make its best effort to play an active part in the development of
the world economy. The representative of the Chad also stressed that, if the
necessary aid was not forthcoming, the Chad would be faced with a veritable
catastrophy.

30. Members of the Committee, in supporting the conclusions of the Working Party's
report and the suggestions proposed by the Chairman, expressed the hope that
constructive action would be taken to assist the Chad in its difficulties. The
spokesman for the memberStates of the EEC present at the meeting supported the
report of the Working Party. He said that the conclusions suggested by the
Chairman of the Committee were acceptable to the Community in the light of the
remarks made by the representative of Chad in the discussions and, in particular,
his introductory statement in Annex II of the Working Party's report.

31. The representative of Chad expressed appreciation for the interest displayed
by the Committee in the economic. problems of his country. He hoped that all
countries and competent international agencies would give sympathetic con-
sideration to the Working Party' s report and to the conclusions of the Committee,
with a view to assisting Chad to resolve its grave economic problems. He was
confident that the goodwill which had been shown by the international community
in studyirng his country's economic problems wculd result in concrete action and,
thereby, demonstrcting the true value ofthePart IV of the General Agreement.
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Trade information and trade promotion

32. Members of the Committee noted with satisfaction the continuing progress
made by the GATT Centre in the field of trade information and trade promotion
and the very useful work performed by the Centre in spite of its relatively
modest resources. They also welcomed the reference in the report of the meeting
of the Executive Secretaries of the Regional Economic Commissions and in a state-
ment made by the Secretary-General of the UNCTAD during a recent meeting of the
ECOSOC to the possibility of GATT and UICTAD combining their resources in the
field of trade information and trade promotion. They looked forward to receiving
further details of these developments at the next session of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES.

Future work and other Questions

33. During discussion on the future work of the Committee, the Chairman announced
that he would be returning to Chile to take up a post in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of his Government. He thanked members of the Committee for the co-
operation they had afforded him during his term of office. As this would be the
last occasion he would be presiding over a meeting of the Committee, he wished to
take the opportunity to make a statement in connexion with a suggestion he had
outlined in his closing statement at the meeting of the Committee in Punta
del Este.

34. After referring to various statements by certain eminent personalities on
the problem of the technological gap between countries, the Chair-man went on to
say that the Kennedy Round had shown the importance of the effects of this
phenomenon on concrete negotiations. The percentage share of developing countries
in the production and export of raw materials and primary products had changed
as a result of technological transformation. The resulting disequilibrium in the
volume and value of exports was increasingly to the disadvantage of the developing
countries. He believed that the GATT was the organization best suited to examine
this problem from the point of view of international trade. This would not
conflict with or duplicate the item in the agenda of the Second UNCTAD Conference,
nor would it interfere with the Industrial Development Seminar scheduled by
UNIDO. Accordingly, he wisihed to propose the inclusion in the agenda for the
coming session of the CONlTRACTING PARTIES, an iterm on the scientific and
technological gap and its repercussions on international trade. Finally, he
believed that the GATT would make a very valuable contribution if it were to
appointt a penel of experts to examine relevant problems in this field brought
out by the experience of the Kenunedy Round, and to suggest practical measures
in this regard, taking special account of the situation of the developing
countries. (The Chairman's statement is reproduced in full in COM.TD/W/67.)
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35. Members expressed regret that Ambassador Valenzuela would be unable to
continue as Chairman of the Committee. They hoped that his Governmént would,
nevertheless, make it possible for him to preside at the next meeting of the
Committee which would be hold prior to the twenty-fourth session. They also
hoped that his new duties would enable him to keep in touch with the work of
the Committee and with the GATT. Tribute was paid to his outstanding qualities
both as a diplomat and as a parson. The exceptional abilities he had brought
to the Committee as Chaiman, the manner in which he had dealt with very complex
issues involved in the Committee's work, and the persuasive talents he had
exerted on numerous occasions enabling the Committee to reach conclusions on
highly controversial issues would long be remenbered.

36. Members of the Committee also expressed interest in the suggestion made by
ambassador Valenzuela that the GATT should study the problem of the scientific
and technological gap and its repercussions on international trade. They stated
their intention to reflect on the points he had made.


